Abstract. In frame of a general view of proton electromagnetic form factors, two recent findings related to reanalyses of data are presented. Recent experiments in the scattering and in the annihilation region provided us with more precise data and/or extending the kinematical region, allowing a deeper analysis and a common view of these fundamental quantities. We will discuss two issues: the discrepancy between the form factors extracted from unpolarized and polarized ep elastic scattering experiments, in connection with the commonly used dipole parametrization; peculiar oscillations in e + e − →pp(γ) annihilation cross section, that become periodical when plotted as a function of the 3-momentum of the relative motion of the final proton and antiproton, after subtraction of a smooth function.
Introduction
Electromagnetic hadron form factors (FFs) are fundamental quantities that describe the internal structure of non-pointlike particles, their charge and magnetic currents. Assuming that the interaction occurs through one photon exchange, FFs can be measured (through electron proton elastic scattering and e + e − ↔pp annihilations): in the first case, the transferred photon of virtual mass Q 2 = −q 2 > 0 is space-like, in the second case, the time-like photon has 4-momentum squared q 2 > 0. FFs are also directly calculated, as they enter in the expression of the electromagnetic current: hadron models, after reproducing the static properties of hadrons, as masses and magnetic moments, should reproduce their dynamical content, parametrized by FFs. Schematically, FFs at large momentum transfer probe the quark structure of the hadrons whereas at low momentum transfer, they probe the size of the hadron.
The analytical properties of FFs justify a common interpretation of scattering and annihilation experiments. It is tempting to have a global definition of FFs, in the space and time-like regions.
In [1] the definition of FFs was generalized as follows:
where ρ(x) = ρ( r, t) is the space-time distribution of the electric charge in a space-time volume D.
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In the scattering channel, e + p → e + p and in the Breit frame, we recover the definition of FFs as Fourier transform of a charge density:
where the zero energy transfer is implied. In the annihilation channel:
where Q(t) can be interpreted as the time evolution of the charge distribution in the domain D. In [1] a qualitative phenomenological picture of scattering and annihilation processes was presented, and the possibility of an observable dynamical polarization of the formed hadron pair was suggested.
Hadron FFs are investigated since decades, but recent findings and experimental possibilities have renewed interest in this field. High intensity electron beams, with large and stable polarization, together with large acceptance spectrometers and detectors, and the development of hadron polarimetry allowed in particular to apply to the Akhiezer-Rekalo recoil proton polarization method [2, 3] , that requires to measure the recoil proton(neutron) polarization in the scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons. These experiments, performed at MIT Bates (USA), MAMI (Germany) and JLab (USA) at large momentum transfer, brought very precise information on the ratio of the electric to magnetic FF for protons and neutrons and showed that this ratio is not constant, but decreases for increasing momentum transfer approaching zero at 9 GeV 2 . It was previously assumed that the electric and magnetic FFs follow a dipole dependence (Q 2 ) −2 . Still unpolarized ep scattering measurements seem to confirm such behavior. This discrepancy gave rise to a large number of theoretical papers and new experiments. We reanalyze the unpolarized cross section data in terms of FF ratio and show that the discrepancy between sets of data vanishes if one takes into account, besides effects of radiative corrections and parameter correlations, the effect of relative normalization.
The time-like region is accessible at e + e − colliders, as BABAR (USA), BESIII (China), and VEP-PII (Russia), through the reaction e + e − →pp(γ) and atpp colliders as LEAR (CERN) and FermiLab (USA). In next future a high energy and high intensity antiprotons beam will be available at PANDA (FAIR, Germany). The presence of oscillating structures in the time-like FF data has been recently highlighted in [4, 5] . In particular the data present a regularity when plotted as a function of the relative momentum of the outgoing hadrons. This pattern is tentatively associated with the interference between two sources, respectively of the quark and of the hadron size, bringing the signature of the first instants of the hadron formation from the excited vacuum.
Reanalysis of Rosenbluth data
It has been assumed for long time that the proton electric FF, as well as the magnetic FFs of the proton and neutron, normalized to their magnetic moment, have a Q 2 -dipole dependence (Q is the four-momentum of the photon):
, whereas the neutron electric FF is essentially zero. The dipole parametrization was commonly accepted, because it was consistent with the non-relativistic approximation, where FFs are Fourier transforms of the spatial densities of electric charge and magnetization of the nucleon; in such frame, the dipole approximation corresponds to an exponential charge distribution. Moreover, from the QCD point of view, as elastic FFs represent the probability that a proton remains in its ground state after that each of its valence quarks has received a momentum squared, Q 2 , transferred by the virtual photon. Scaling laws predict a (1/Q 2 ) 2 dependence of the amplitude of the process [6, 7] (corresponding to two gluon exchange, the minimum number of exchanges needed for sharing the momentum among the three valence quarks).
However, several early experiments pointed out a deviation of the elastic ep cross section from the (1/Q 2 ) −5 behavior. Quoting a presentation of the data at the highest available transferred momenta, from Nobel prize R. Taylor: "There appears to be definite evidence in the data for a significant deviation from the dipole fit" [8] . The dipole normalized cross section
, being σ exp red the measured reduced cross section, is reported in figure 1 as a function of Q 2 , regardless of the value of . Here τ = Q 2 /(4M 2 ), M is the proton mass, μ is the proton magnetic moment. The Q 2 coordinates for the data at different are seen as vertically quasi-aligned symbols. Note that if these points form a cluster with overlapping error bars, it means that they are compatible with the relation G E G M /μ G D . If points are not overlapping, then FFs do not follow a dipole behavior. In general, and particularly at large Q 2 , one can see that the dipole fit is not a good representation of the data. The deviation at large Q 2 reaches 20-30% on the cross section and has to be attributed mainly to the magnetic term. The magnetic contribution to the elastic cross section becomes dominant at large Q 2 . The reduced cross section of electron-proton elastic scattering σ red , in the one-photon exchange approximation, is linear in the variable = [1 + 2(1 + τ) tan 2 (θ e /2)] −1 , being θ e the electron scattering angle in the proton rest frame:
where E and dσ/dΩ are the electron initial energy and the differential cross section in the proton rest frame, and G E and G M are the proton electric and magnetic Sachs FFs. The measurement of [9] ).
The doubts on the deviation from the dipole approximation for the electric FF, became evident with the advent of polarization experiments. In the 70's Akhiezer and Rekalo [2, 3] showed that the polarization of the scattered proton in the scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons on an unpolarized target (or the asymmetry with a transversely polarized target) contains an interference term proportional to the product G E G M . This observable would therefore be more sensitive to a small electric contribution, and even to its sign (particularly important for the neutron case). A measurement of the ratio of the transverse to the longitudinal polarization of the recoil proton gives a direct measurement of the ratio of electric and magnetic FFs, R = G E /G M :
(E is the scattered electron energy) and it is free from systematic errors coming from the beam polarization and the analyzing powers of the polarimeter. The data based on the Akhiezer-Rekalo method, mostly taken by the JLab GEp collaboration ( [10] and references therein), showed with unprecedented precision that the ratio of electric to magnetic FFs decreases as Q 2 increases. Below it is shown that recent reanalyses of Rosenbluth data in electron proton elastic scattering in terms of the FF ratio, show agreement between the value of this ratio whenever extracted from polarized or unpolarized experiments [11] . In particular the large sensitivity of the ratio to relative normalization of the cross section data solves the discrepancy, within the assumption of the one photon exchange mechanism.
Reanalysis of existing data
Problems of parameter correlations and limits inherent to the Rosenbluth have been discussed in [12] . Previous global analyses were done, discussing in particular the problem of normalization among different sets of data, the omission of some of the data points [13] or reconsidering radiative corrections [14] .
The following procedure to extract the FFs information from the unpolarized cross section has been suggested in [11] . Instead of extracting separately G E and G M , we write the reduced cross section given in (4) as
where
2 are considered as independent parameters. The unpolarized data are fitted at fixed Q 2 . The procedure has the advantage to extract directly the ratio, by automatically accounting for the effect of the correlations between G E and G M . The parameter R 2 represents directly the deviation of the linear dependence of the cross section from a constant value, whereas eventual general normalization and systematic errors are absorbed by G 2 M . If for some of the data values and errors consistent with the original publication are recovered, the data from [15] deserve a specific discussion. This work is especially representative, as it extends the individual FF extraction by the Rosenbluth method to the largest values of Q 2 .
Data from [15]
The data of [15] , with eight points and two settings, span the region 1.75 ≤ Q 2 ≤ 8.83 GeV 2 . The two settings will be indicated as high energy (HE) and low energy (LE) experiments. In the original paper the measured cross sections were published, warning that an uncertainty of ±5% affected the second setting, due to a poor knowledge of the acceptance of the spectrometer. This error, however, was not added to the tabulated error. Instead, it was taken into account as a constant relative correction, fixed on the two lowest values Q 2 = 1.75 and 2.50 GeV 2 (the cross section was measured at each setting for the lowest value). The cross section from the LE setting was larger by 4-5%. Assuming a linear dependence of the reduced cross section (that implies the dominance of the one-photon exchange mechanism), a fit of the HE data was done and the LE energy point was renormalized to lie on the straight line. Then, the same constant normalization C = 0.956, fixed on the low Q 2 point, was applied to the cross section at all Q 2 (Analysis I). This procedure has the effect to enhance the slope, increasing the FF ratio. Note that for Q 2 = 6 and 7 GeV 2 only two points are present. The renormalization (lowering) of the first point changes essentially the slope of the linear fit.
The data were reanalyzed following several procedures. We recalculated the ratio using the data as published, without renormalizing the two settings and considering the LE points as additional, independent measurements. In this case the data points at Q 2 = 1.75 and 2.5 GeV 2 are both included in the fit, constraining the fit to an average value (Analysis II).
We fit only the HE points (excluding therefore the two points at Q 2 = 6 and 7 GeV 2 ). We find a slope consistent with analysis II, although affected by larger errors, as the number of points is smaller (Analysis III).
We repeat the normalization procedure, by aligning the LE point on the straight line fitting the HE points (Analysis IV). We note a systematic increase of the normalization factor (figure 2). Applying a normalization coefficient that is not constant with Q 2 but derived in order to align the LE point to the straight line defined by the HE points turns out to be equivalent to Analysis III in terms of slope and intercept.
The results are reported in figure 3 and compared to the ratio from polarization data. We may conclude that the results from Analysis II, III, and IV are consistent with the decreasing of the ratio indicated by the polarization data. Therefore a revision of the normalization factor brings the data into agreement. Moreover, at the light of all above, it is nonsense to use the FFs data from [15] to probe the two-photon effect, as they were extracted under the hypothesis of linearity of the reduced cross section, by correcting the first point to be aligned. The results showed consistency with the hypothesis μ 2 R 2 1 at large Q 2 , as expected at that time. The tendency of the first two points to deviate from unity was operatively corrected by the renormalization procedure.
Among the available data, three sets [16] [17] [18] show a particular behavior, that is not consistent with the previous finding, giving a value of the ratio exceeding unity and growing with Q 2 . For these experiments it was noted in [12] that radiative corrections and/or correlations are especially large. The data from [18] were extracted detecting the proton instead of the electron. Besides the above mentioned corrections, at large Q 2 the contamination of the elastic peak by the inelastic e + p → e + p + π 0 reaction has to be carefully subtracted [10] . For [16, 17] , G 2 M extracted from the present analysis is systematically lower, showing that these measurements may be affected by a global systematic error probably due to normalization issues, whereas the results of [18] agree with the standard parametrization of the magnetic contribution.
Note that in [17] a somehow arbitrary renormalization was done by "changing the normalization of the small angle data from SLAC or DESY by ±1.5% with respect to the large angle data (Bonn)". This normalization increased the FFs ratio towards unity.
Periodic oscillations in the time-like region
In the time-like region, FFs become complex, due to unitarity, and the unpolarized cross section depends on their squared moduli, assuming one photon exchange approximation. The most recent data on electron-positron annihilation into a proton-antiproton pair have been collected by the BABAR collaboration, through initial state radiation (ISR): e + + e − →p + p(γ). When the photon is hard, the cross section can be factorized in a radiator factor, that depends on the hard photon kinematics only, multiplied by the cross section of the process of interest e + + e − →p + p. The recent data by the BABAR collaboration [19, 20] cover with reasonable continuity a region ranging from slightly over thepp threshold to q 2 ≈ 36 GeV 2 . In particular about 30 data points have been extracted in the region q 2 < 10 GeV 2 , with a relative error lower than 10 %. Due to the precision and the continuity of these data, oscillations of the cross section as a function of the q 2 become evident. From the cross section, one extracts a generalized FF:
(where α = e 2 /(4π), β
, M is the proton mass. Plotting the generalized FF as a function of the 3-momentum of the relative motion of the final proton and antiproton, a systematic sinusoidal modulation appears in the near-threshold region, typical of an interference pattern, figure 4 .
Through a Fourier analysis, the period is shown to correspond to a relative distance of 0.7-1.5 fm between the centers of the forming hadrons. It has been suggested that a rescattering process at the level of the newly formed hadrons interferes with the processes at a much smaller scale driven by the quark dynamics [4] . These oscillations may be interpreted as a signature of early mechanism of hadron creation.
We introduce a function of the form
and p is the momentum of one of the two hadrons in the frame where the other one is at rest. The function F 0 (p) is a smooth background, expressing the regular behavior of the FF over a long q 2 range, whereas F osc (p) describes the overlapping oscillations. The recent data are best reproduced by the function F 0 proposed in [21] :
The best fit function is then subtracted from the data, leaving a regular oscillatory behavior, figure 4 . It has magnitude ∼ 10 % of the regular term, and is well visible over the data uncertainties for p > 3 GeV. We have fitted the difference between the BABAR data and the regular background term F 0 (p) with the four-parameter function
This difference is plotted in the lower panel of figure 4 . The values of the parameters are, respectively,
, and D = 0.0 ± 0.3. The relative errors in the parameters C and B show that the oscillation period is better defined than the damping coefficient e −Bp . Two and a half oscillations are clearly visible over the reaction threshold, while for p > 2.8 GeV the vertical error bars overcome the oscillation amplitude A e −Bp . The parameter D defines the position of the first oscillation maximum that occurs at p = 0 within the error ΔD P/(2π), where P is the oscillation period. Estimating the oscillation period P = 1.13 GeV, the first oscillation maximum occurs at p = 0 within an error of 0.05 GeV.
Since p is a variable that is uniquely associated with the relative motion of the hadron, periodicity is associated to interactions (rescattering) between the forming hadrons after the virtual photon has been converted into quarks and antiquarks.
Let r be the space variable that is Fourier-conjugated to p: r = | r| is the distance between the centers of mass of the two forming hadrons, in the frame where one is at rest. The observed behavior has been modeled via a two-stage process [22] where: 1) app pair is formed at a distance r with space distribution amplitude M 0 (r); 2) rescattering takes place between the newly formed hadrons (p andp) according to an optical potential that is function of their distance r. Rescattering was modeled via the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) formalism, following the scheme employed in [23] . The starting point is the Fourier transform
where we interpret e i p· r as the plane wave final state of thepp pair in their center of mass, and M 0 (r) as a matrix element describing the earlier stage of the process. Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) corresponds to the absence of rescattering: ψ f ( r) = e i p· r . In the distorted DWIA formalism a simple factorized distortion D( r) is introduced:
where D( r) is calculated as a Glauber-like eikonal factor:
whereẑ // p and b is a complex number. When b is real, the rescattering potential is elastic, and it is attractive or repulsive (depending on the relative sign of Re(b) and p z ), when b is pure imaginary, the potential generates flux absorption or flux creation. The origin of an optical potential with an imaginary part is related, in general, to the fact that a multi-channel process is inclusively projected onto one channel alone. After testing several configurations, our best results have been obtained with double-layer imaginary potentials, presenting two r-ranges where the potential phase is opposite, i.e., they present an inner region where thepp flux is produced and an outer region where thepp flux is absorbed, as illustrated in figure 5 . All of them are purely imaginary (Re(b) = 0). The former two potentials have been calibrated to reproduce, as well as possible, BABAR data.
These potentials have been able to produce periodic oscillations with a period of 1 GeV or shorter, and of arbitrarily large amplitudes, depending on the parameters [24] . To reproduce LEAR elastic and annihilation data, phenomena taking place at small r have no relevance, since the surface interaction at r ≈ 1-2 fm prevents most of the initialpp channel wave function from entering the r < 1 fm region. The "regeneration" effect due to the inner potential introduced above would have little effect on the total elastic and inelastic cross sections, since it affects only a very small component of the wave function.
On the other side, this small component which is nonzero at small r is essential for the coupling of the proton-antiproton pair with a virtual photon with virtuality q 2 > 4M 2 . The coupled regeneration/absorption mechanism produces, for r < 2 fm, an alternance of regions where this component of thepp wave function is enhanced or suppressed.
Specific conditions are necessary to reproduce the observed effect. An imaginary optical potential that is mainly flux-generating in a region of small distances between the centers of the forming (and still overlapping) proton and antiproton, and mainly flux-absorbing at larger distances, produces systematic oscillations of the effective proton TL FF, consistent with the observed ones. At distances ≈ 1-2 fm this potential behaves as the optical potentials ordinarily used to reproducepp annihilation data: it damps thepp flux by annihilatingp and p into multi-meson states. A possible explanation for the regeneration features of the potential at smaller distances could be in terms of coupling between thepp final channel and large-mass virtual states (like baryon-antibaryon) temporarily produced by the virtual photon. In order to reproduce the data, the transition from the flux-generating to the fluxabsorbing region must be sudden.
Conclusion
Form factors data in the space and time-like regions have been critically revised and reanalyzed. In the space-like region, the conclusion is that no real discrepancy exists between the FF extraction from polarized and unpolarized experiments, once all corrections (radiative, normalizations, correlations) are taken carefully into account. There is no need to claim for a large contribution of two-photon exchange. The presence of such contribution (beyond the expected α − counting size) would make the formalism of ep scattering experiments very involved, and invalidate most of the information of the nucleon structure extracted so far.
In the time-like region, precise data open the possibility to access detailed features of the inner structure of the proton, and to shed light on the non-perturbative and pertubative aspects of the creation of matter from the quantum vacuum created by the annihilation process.
